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Anthracosis in a Coptic Mummy

Antracosis en una momia Copta
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The laboratory results from the mummy of a 25–35-year-old adult male ("Moses")/Q.445-2012) dating from the Middle Coptic period (AD 4th to 8th century) are reported. This individual was recovered from the Coptic necropolis of Qarara in Middle Egypt during the joint excavation performed by the Eberhard Karls Universität, Tübingen (Germany) and the Egyptian Museum of Barcelona in March 2012.

Specimens obtained during the in situ autopsy were transferred to the mission laboratory (Sharuna/Middle Egypt) where tissue from the right hemithorax was processed with rehydration (modified Sandison method), fixation (48 h) and staining (hematoxylin–eosin).

The histological slices revealed pulmonary tissue with solid deposits compatible with anthracosis (Fig. 1). Anthracosis is observed in mummies from all historical periods and geographical regions. The oldest Egyptian mummy with this histological diagnosis was described in 1938. The case of the Roman child mummy of Grotta-Rossa is interesting, and there are also Guanche

Fig. 1. The image on the left shows the lung region from which the sample was obtained. On the right is the histological image of anthracosis.
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mummies from Tenerife, Arctic mummies, Italian Renaissance mummies and others with anthracosis from the inhalation of smoke from solid fuel, in particular biomass (wood) and smoke that, in Coptic communities, came from enclosed kitchens inside their dwelling places.
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